
IMADA Teaching Committee in Data Science

Time and place: 08 May 2023, 10:00-12:00, O NAT Imada Mødelokale 1
Participants: Stefan Jänicke (SJ), Birgit Debrabant (BD), Kristoffer Bargisen Rieck (KBR),
Marie Rosenfeldt Zibrandtsen (MRZ)

Topics

1. Approval of the agenda

2. Introduction of KBR’s successor MRZ

3. Information from UKG

4. Information from the Study Board

5. Other topics

1 Approval of the agenda

• agenda approved

• BD takes notes, SJ consolidates minutes

2 Introduction of KBR’s successor MRZ

• MRZ introduces herself (health profile, commuting from Kbh together with a group of
10 other students)

• MRZ will take over the position of KBR in the teaching committee and his function
as DS-student helper (up to 6h per week, practically at the moment 2h per week)
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3 Information from UKG

• Evaluation of service courses from IMADA to NAT - especially the courses from
LSUL/FNUG: FNUG courses cannot be taken from DS-students (according to studieord-
ning) - SJ will discuss with Luis

• ChatGPT: discussing policies how to integrate it into DS-courses; Richard and Peter
demonstrate it into their teaching; We discuss whether it should be avoided in teaching,
but MRZ underlines usefulness

• Upcoming soon: survey on student wellbeing. Last time students reported stress,
insecurity

• Money efficiency of teaching - SJ gives an example with flipped classroom teaching for
the visualization course

– Do students have an idea which courses are suitable? Database-course could be
more condensed.

– MRZ: mentions the wish for seeing more R-code from the teacher in Multivariate
Statistics

– Human Informatics have online courses - students are happy about this.

4 Information from the Study Board

• SJ report that SDU now has published a ”Declaration of academic freedom”

5 Other topics

• Feedback on TC Restructuring

– mostly worked, minutes could be written and confirmed during the meeting

– additional members for TC? Aritra will be on sabbatical next semester and is not
available, PSK’s role in the TC should be clarified

• TC discusses ”open door policy” and the ”15min breaks after 45min teaching in classes”
– Students comment on breaks: Students prefer to have breaks - setup is typically
course specific

• TC coordination group: Could there be a student representative - no regular student
representative - possibility to invite students for special occasions

• Rediscuss- evaluation of the DS-degree: Gitte is on vacation now and leaves the position
afterwards. The successor will start begin of June.
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